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Abstract—The technological advances in mobile phone and their 

widespread use has resulted in the big volume and varied types 

of mobile data we have today. Researchers have begun to mine 

mobile data in order to predict a variety of social, economic, 

personal, location and health related events. Mobile data 

directly reflects individual’s life without disclosing personal 

information, and therefore it is an important source to analyze 

and understand the underlying dynamics of human behaviors 

or activities. In this paper, we describe an innovative and 

challenging process to predict user’s activity using mobile based 

data. We propose a graph-based framework that uses the user’s 

activities, social network, and product-keywords in order to 

provide recommendations which are also delivered through 

mobile phones. This paper summarizes the different types of 

prediction logic algorithms by constructing graphs from 

different data sources. Our graph-based approach is highly 

scalable and can be used to predict individual’s next activity, as 

well as prediction towards products purchase. The mobile 

recommendation engine incorporates three types of data to 

generate the graph and to predict activity and product. First, we 

collect product-keywords using text-rank algorithm. Second, we 

collect individual mobile’s past data, such as accelerometer, call 

log, battery status, app usage, browsing history, Facebook data, 

and Twitter data. Third, we collect user’s mobile phone activity 

8 times during the day. By using multimap, we get fast 

prediction in real-time mobile. 

Keywords-Text-Rank Algorithm; Multimap; Adjacency List; 

Internal Prediction; External Prediction. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The knowledge of user activities and habits is a crucial 
factor for the development of highly personalized applications 
that can be beneficial in many areas of daily life [3]. The 
mobile users’ behaviors (e.g., SMS, call history, location, app 
usage, battery status, accelerometer Facebook, Twitter, etc.) 
are all related to real-world behaviors. This provides an 
unprecedented opportunity for us to understand the underlying 
dynamics of users’ behaviors in the mobile data [2]. In this 
work, we aim to answer an interesting question, i.e., whether 
we can predict a user’s next activities based on his/her historic 
behavior log/activities, such as call log, browser history, app 
usage and mobile social network information. 

In this paper, we explore and develop novel methods for 
recognition of user’s next activities. Mobile devices present 

an ideal platform for this task; they usually possess 
considerable computational resources, a rich set of wireless 
communication and multimedia features [3]. Nowadays, 
people tend to always carry their phones along. We employ a 
mobile phone as the main sensory and processing unit for 
learning and predicting user’s behavior [3].  

Recently, considerable related works have been 
conducted, e.g., activity recognition [4]-[9], dynamic emotion 
analysis [10]-[14], dynamic social network analysis [15]-[19], 
and social influence analysis [20]-[24]. Emotion analysis is to 
study how an individual’s emotional state (e.g., happiness and 
loneliness) propagates through social relationships [10]-[12]. 
Dynamic social network analysis is to model how friendships 
drift over time using a dynamic model [18] or to investigate 
how different pre-processing decisions and different network 
forces such as selection and influence affect the modeling of 
dynamic networks [19]. 

This paper proposes a Mobile Recommendation 
Engine/Framework (MRF), which builds graph using 
different data sources, and applies different types of prediction 
logic using multimap structure which enables to get user’s 
next activity e.g., walking, calling, eating etc., as well as 
product prediction that user is interested to see or purchase. 
Multimap is a generalization of a map or associative array 
abstract data type [25]. The reason behind using multimap is 
that it allows storing multiple values for every key, as well as, 
it allows storing duplicate keys. It has useful methods, i.e., 
invertFrom, which copies each key-value mapping 
in source into destination, with its key and value reversed 
without using loop. For backtracking logic, we traverse the 
path in the reverse direction until we hit the root node that is 
not have any parent node. In this case, consider every node in 
the reverse path as a value and find the attached keys for each 
corresponding values using invertForm method of multimap. 
Here, we present a different method using user’s context (or 
activity) in mobile to predict user’s next action.  

The other sections in this paper are organized as follows. 
Section 2 illustrates the source of data. Section 3 describes our 
approach. Section 4 presents the process for deploying the 
experiment and the results of the process. Section 5 concludes 
the paper. 
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II. SOURCE OF DATA 

In our experiment, we used the following different data 
sources.  

A. Historical Data 

We have (i) historical data, such as call log, battery status, 
app usage, browsing history, accelerometer data, and (ii) 
social network data, such as Twitter, Facebook data based on 
individual’s past activities on mobile, etc. We have used this 
information without revealing individual’s personal 
information. 

B. Product Data 

We crawled the Amazon site and collected around 750 

products reviews using an HTML-embedded scripting 

language (PHP) script. We generated top keywords from those 

reviews using Text-Rank algorithm [27]. This algorithm 

provides unique keywords along with weight for each product. 

The Text-Rank algorithm helps to distinguish each product 

based on unique keywords. 

C. User’s Behaviour Data 

Every day, we collect user’s activities on mobile, such as 

call log, app usage, browser history, accelerometer data, social 

network data, such as Facebook, and Twitter at three hours 

intervals and build subgraph. After experimenting on various 

hours interval, we found that three hours interval is sufficient 

to collect the required amount of activities to build subgraphs. 

III. OUR APPROACH 

To build a mobile framework, we collect different types of 
data, such as historical data, product-keyword data, 
individual’s activity on mobile, and build 200,000 nodes on a 
graph. We stored this graph in cloud because the size of the 
graph is big and one can send graph to individual’s mobile 
phone based on his/her matching profile. We used graph cut 
algorithm on main graph that generates many subgraphs. 
Then, we used Approximate Subgraph Matching (ASM) [28] 
algorithm to pick the subgraph that is more relevant to 
individual’s activity. This relevant subgraph is loaded on 
individuals' mobiles every 24 hours. We build backtrack and 
product prediction logic on subgraph that is loaded in mobile 
and based on last 3 hours user activities used to give future 
prediction.  

IV. EXPERIMENTS  

Graph technology is the process of analyzing large volume 
of data from different perspectives and summarizing it into 
useful information – information that can be used for 
prediction.  Here, we developed three types of prediction logic 
to get three types of predictions. We implemented different 
graph algorithms, to build, merge, cut, and compare the graph, 
and to get prediction for individual’s activity and product 
preference. First, we collect the data from the different 
sources. Second, we defined relationships between different 
data sources and put those data as nodes and edges on graph, 
as presented in Figure 1. For example, user node is connected 
with different activity nodes, such as call log, app usage, 

accelerometer, and browsing history. We extracted keywords 
from browsing history and that node is connected with 
extracted keywords and keyword nodes are connected with 
product nodes. We placed this big constructed graph on 
Content Management Server (CMS). Third, we collect user’s 
activity every 3 hours and represent those activities as a 
subgraph. At the end of the day, we have 8 subgraphs. Fourth, 
using graph merge algorithm, we merge 8 subgraphs into one 
subgraph. Fifth, we compare this merged graph with main 
graph and put nodes on main graph which are not exist in main 
graph. In this stage, we update the main graph on CMS using 
merge graph. Sixth, using graph-cut algorithm, we cut the 
main graph into no. of subgraph. Lastly, using ASM 
algorithm, we compare the merge graph from step-4 with 
subgraph from step-6 based on node, edge weight, edge, 
direction and most likely matched subgraph send to that user’s 
mobile from CMS every 24 hours. We are calculating edge 
weight in two ways. One is occurrence and the other is time 
difference. Occurrence is calculated based on repetition. For 
example, after outgoing_3, walking is done. This action is 
repeated 6 times, then the occurrence edge weight is 6. If the 
time difference between the call and walk is 45 minutes, then 
the time difference edge weight is 45 minutes. Next time, if 
the time difference is 30 minutes, the edge weight is updated 
as the average of 30 and 45 minutes. The 3rd time, if the time 
difference is 20 minutes then the edge weight is calculated as 
20+30+45/3.  For predicting user activity and product 
preference, we utilize user activities for the last 3 hours as an 
input. 

A. Internal Prediction 

We collect the last 3 hours of the user’s activities from 
individual’s mobile and use them as an input on subgraph, as 
shown in Figure 1. We search each activity as value on 
subgraph. If value exists on subgraph, then, we find the key 
for value recursively until we hit the orphan node that is not 
having any parent node. For example, we have two user 
actions 5 and 6 in the last 3 hours. First, take user action 5 as 
an input value and find the attached keys as 4 on subgraph and 
store key 4 as a key node into collection hashmap-A. Hashmap 
is a data structure used to store object and retrieve it in 
constant time O(1). It works on hashing principle in Java. 
Now, take one-by-one node as a value from hashmap-A and 
find the attached key as 3 for value 4 and append the key node 
into hashmap-A and we will have keys {4, 3} and marked 
node 4 as processed. We repeat the same process for 
unprocessed nodes of hashmap-A and append the result to 
hashmap-A. At the end, the result for user activity 5 will be 
{4, 3, 2, 1}. In this case we stop at node 1, because no edge is 
coming into it.  Likewise, take the second user activity, say 6, 
and follow the same process as mentioned for node 5 and store 
the key of each recursive operation into new collection 
hashmap-B. The result for user activity 6 will be {2, 1}. At the 
end, we intersect two collections hashmap-A {4, 3, 2, 1} and 
hashmap-B {2, 1} and store the intersection result {2, 1} into 
the collection hashmap-C.  

If more than two user actions exist, then, we follow 
intersection between first and second, second and third, third 
and fourth, and so on, and append each intersection result into 
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collection hashmap-C. Then, we apply Depth First Search 
algorithm [29] to find the path between source and destination. 
We take the first node, say 2, as a source from hashmap-C, 
and the first user activity from last 3 hours, say 5, as a 
destination and pass these data/nodes as parameters to Depth 
First Search algorithm. If a path exists between these two 
nodes, then, we give source node 2 as an internal prediction. 
If a path does not exist between source and destination, then, 
we choose second node 1 as source from hashmap-C and user 
activity 5 as destination and pass these values to depth-first 
search algorithm. We follow the above process recursively, 
until we find a path. 

B. External Prediction 

In this stage, we take one by one user's activities from last 
3 hours storage and find on subgraph that is loaded in mobile 
every 24 hours. Here, we consider user action 5 and 7 as keys 
and find the corresponding attached values, say {8, 9, 10} and 
{11, 12}. Then after, we move in the forward direction with 
one degree depth. If a user activity exists in the subgraph 
Figure 1, and has more than one outgoing edge, then, choose 
the highest edge weight node that is connected with the user 
activity. We follow the same process for each user activity 
node, and, at the end, we select the outgoing edge with 
maximum weight as external prediction among all user 
activity’s highest edge weight node. In this case, we select the 
node with highest edge weight as an external prediction out of 
other nodes {8, 9, 10, 11, 12}. 

C. Product Prediction 

In this stage, we created separate adjacency list for 
product-keywords in which a keyword acts as a key and 
products act as a value. We check if the type of user activity 
is keyword, then, we follow the product prediction logic using 
product-keywords adjacency list. We can consider that user 
activities 2 and 4 are keywords and find those nodes as keys 
on subgraph which is defined in Figure 1, and count how many 
edges come out from each keyword (user activity node). From 
Figure 1, we see that two edges are coming out from user 
activity 2 and three edges are coming out from user activity 4. 
We follow the same process for all user activity nodes whose 
type is keyword. Suppose that more than one user activity has 
type keyword; then, we choose the product as prediction based 
on the maximum number of keywords (user activity) 
connected with the same product. In our case, user activities 2 
and 4 are both connected with product node 6. It means 
product node 6 has count 2, while others product for example 
5, 7, and 3 has count 1. In this case, we give node 6 as a 
product prediction, because of a bigger number of user 
activities with type keyword is connected with product type 
node 6. 
 

 
 

Figure 1.  Subgraph in Mobile. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposed a novel backtracking approach of 
recognizing next individual’s activities using individual’s 
personal data across a plurality of users’ data. This approach 
is better because multimap has useful utilities like invertForm, 
which helps to give accurate prediction in a real-time without 
using a supervised classification algorithm.  Multimap, allows 
multiple values for every key, such as keyword power as a 
key, can map with multiple products as values, such as mobile, 
TV, dishwasher, etc. We can expand multimap dynamically 
as needed. In addition, multimap is lightweight component as 
it uses less memory. 

Briefly described, the individual’s interest disclosure 
pertains to personal data mining. More specifically, data 
mining technologies can be applied to personal user data 
provided by users themselves, gathered by others on their 
behalf and/or generated and maintained by third parties for 
their benefit or as required [26]. Mining of such data can 
enable identification of opportunities and/or provisioning of 
recommendations to increase user productivity and/or 
improve quality of life [26]. Further yet, such data can be 
afforded to businesses involved in market analysis, or the like, 
in a manner that balances privacy issues of users with demand 
for high quality information from businesses [26]. 

In accordance with an aspect of this disclosure, personal 
user data can be received or otherwise acquired from 
individual’s mobile [26]. Graph techniques can be applied to 
the personal data across a plurality of user, for example, to 
identify patterns, relations and/or correlations amongst the 
data.  Subsequently or concurrently, mining results and/or 
useful information based thereon can be provided to a user. 
We tested the recommendation engine with 25 users for a 
period of 6 months. We provided 25 users with Motorola G 
phones with voice plans and data plans and asked them to use 
these phones as their primary phone. We provide them 
recommendation every 3 hours and asked them feedback 
every week on the relevance of the feedback and overall 
experience. We provided them feedback in terms of Products, 
Actions and apps.  There are no results yet since we are 
analyzing all the data and feedback collected in the last 6 
months and will be producing that as another paper shortly.  
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